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The spread of AI-embedded systems involved in medical decision making makes it critical to build these systems according to trustworthiness standards. However, empirically investigating trust is challenging. One reason is the lack of standard protocols to design trust experiments. To get an overview of the current practices in the experimental protocols for studying trust in the context of AI-assisted decision making, we conducted a systematic review of such papers. We annotated, categorized, and analyzed them along the constitutive elements of an experimental protocol (i.e., participants, task). Drawing from empirical practices in social and cognitive studies on human-human trust, we provide practical guidelines and research opportunities to ameliorate the methodology of studying Human-AI trust in medical decision-making contexts. In this workshop, we would like to discuss how these insights could improve the quality of data about users’ trust and, thus, lead to new steps towards closing the “last mile” between AI and healthcare workers.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Artificial Intelligence (AI) has acquired a critical role in assisting humans in making sensitive decisions such as medical ones [34]. In such situations, medical personnel make decisions based on their own expertise and on recommendations provided by an AI-based algorithm (e.g. data-driven models, knowledge-based models, etc.), which we call clinical AI-assisted decision making. On the one hand, AI-assisted decision making has been shown to improve medical assistance [35, 50] and reduce costs of services. On the other hand, it may also lead to compromising safety and health of individuals, discrimination, and harming human dignity [10, 43]. Building a collaborative partnership between medical deciders and AI-embedded systems is therefore a challenge and most critically relies on trust from the users towards the systems [20].

Designing trustworthy AI has been reported by international institutions (European Commission [10], G20 [15]) and governments (USA [5, 41], Estonia [51], or France [52]) have highlighted the need for considering trust in the
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design of AI. In the private sectors, companies such as AXA [14], Accenture [48], or KPMG [24] are also taking this path of research in order to foster trust by going beyond system’s accuracy, promoting privacy, security, algorithm accountability and transparency. To evaluate whether one succeeded in building a trustworthy system, one has to measure study users’ trust in it. Thus, designing and ensuring trustworthy AI has raised interest in HCI. For instance, previous work has looked at what factors influence users’ trust and how [7, 46, 58], how trust is established and developed [2, 44, 57], and how it can be modeled [1, 23]. However, little focus is directed towards medical scenarios. In addition, trust remains a highly challenging theoretical concept to study due to its multidisciplinary and multifaceted nature [28, 33]. To address this, the literature does not yet provide guidelines that support the empirical study of human trust in AI-based decision support systems.

2 SYSTEMATIC REVIEW

In this workshop, we focus on how to appropriately assess trust between human users and AI-embedded systems in decision making. We believe that this would allow for better quality of data about users’ trust, avoiding overclaiming. This, in turn, would enhance understanding of healthcare workers’ trust in AI. Therefore, we investigate questions such as: Which measures to use to study trust? What kind of task to give to users to correctly measure trust? How to include the key elements of trust in an experimental protocol?

To tackle them, we conducted a comprehensive survey of the experimental methodologies set to investigate trust in AI-assisted decision making. In ACM Digital Library, we searched full papers that had empirical studies of trust with human participants who made final decisions based on the recommendations of AI-based systems. We found 83 papers, 5 of which are directly linked to clinical decision making. We annotated, categorized, and summarized their definitions and methods (both quantitative and qualitative) of trust. Through this literature review, we identified good practices in the current theoretical and experimental approaches, as well as potential caveats, allowing us to draw guidelines and research opportunities in the experimental study of trust in AI-assisted decision making. It is a submission to CSCW, currently under revision, and in this workshop, we present a synthesis of some of the results.

More specifically, during the workshop, we explain and highlight why trust definition plays an important role for design of experimental protocols. Additionally, we share our research opportunities exclusively related to clinical AI-assisted decision making scenarios. These contributions are an opportunity to discuss during the workshop how they could be applied for studying trust in AI in the healthcare context and what other research opportunities can be emerged from them.

3 TRUST DEFINITION AND IMPLICATIONS

In almost half of the reviewed studies that provided a trust definition, trust is defined in the following manner: “An attitude that an agent will achieve an individual’s goal in a situation characterized by uncertainty and vulnerability” [26] (n = 10, 45.5% of the 22 papers with definitions). While comparing this definition with the remaining 10 trust definitions encountered in the reviewed papers, we identified three key elements of trust common among all the definitions: (1) vulnerability, (2) positive expectations, and (3) attitude. All of them have implications for an experimental protocol for studying trust.

3.1 Vulnerability and Task Outcomes

Let’s imagine a situation where a patient has a serious illness, and their doctor proposes a treatment. The patient is in a situation of vulnerability, the first key element of trust, as this situation involves uncertainty of the outcomes of
a decision, with potential negative or undesirable consequences [17, 32]. For instance, following a treatment might just not work or might provoke severe side effects. Uncertainty might be due to the unpredictable nature of the world as well as the lack of human knowledge and capabilities [8]. However, it is necessary to distinguish two natures of uncertainty (sometimes referred as risk vs. ambiguity [22]): the possibility of outcomes can sometimes be estimated (e.g. the treatment has 30% of success with full recovery) or not (e.g. the percentage of success or the side effects of the treatment are not known). Here, the notion of vulnerability relates to both types of uncertainty. Without vulnerability, there is no need for trust to emerge [8, 16, 25, 42].

Therefore, if an experimental task is not immersive enough and the consequences of participants’ decisions are not realistic, the data obtained is likely to be about confidence rather than trust. To avoid this problem, the task outcomes should be controlled either with real (e.g., money bonus or malus based on the decision quality) or virtual (e.g., virtual points bonus based on the decision quality) consequences.

3.2 Positive Expectations and Initial Interaction

Continuing with the previous example, trust would not emerge either if the doctor does not have positive expectations about the system. Even if the doctor decides to follow the AI’s recommendation, we cannot claim that the doctors trust it [17, 32]. Trust has grounds to form only when one thinks as if negative outcomes associated with trusting do not exist or are very unlikely [30]. Without positive expectations, it is more appropriate to discuss about distrust. This construct is often confounded with low levels of trust [37]. While there are some researchers that deem trust and distrust as the opposite ends of one construct [47], recently the community views them as two separate ones [29, 49]. This means that they can both reach high and low levels and exist simultaneously.

It is thus important to help participants establish positive expectations about the system in the beginning of the experiment; otherwise, the data collected might be related more to distrust than trust. It can be done through mentioning that the AI system was trained for this task, stating its accuracy or ensuring that during an experiment the first few recommendations are error-free.

3.3 Trust as Attitude

Saying that trust is an attitude implies that trust does not systematically translate in a behavior. For example, the doctors’s level of trust might be sufficient enough to follow the AI’s recommendation, but they decide not to do so, because none of their colleagues are using this system. A socio-cognitive approach to defining trust suggests that trust is rather an attitude [8], i.e. a certain way of feeling about the object [6]. Trust then cannot be always fully observable to the third parties (unless clearly and objectively communicated in a verbal or written form), which has an important impact on the choice of the methods to study trust.

For instance, it means that observational studies are not enough to draw conclusions about healthcare workers’ levels of trust, and should be paired up with other methods. Supplementary qualitative methods to evaluate trust could be retrospective (about the past experiences) and non-retrospective (during the interaction). Retrospective methods include interviews, and while there are many types of procedures, critical incident technique [12] is especially useful for capturing changes (both positive and negative) in levels of trust. It is a set of procedures used to collect data from narrated past experiences (or observations) to identify and brainstorm about important events related to a pre-defined problem [3]. When applied to trust, it is especially useful to study real life cases in which trust was established, destroyed or repaired [40]. Researchers directly ask participants what aspects of others’ behavior was important for trust weakening or strengthening. Just like this information can be applied, for example, towards improving patients’ experience during
a medical visit [53, 54] or enhancing intercultural business negotiations [40], it can also be used for understanding breakdown moments for healthcare workers with AI.

Non-retrospective methods, underused in the corpus, include think-aloud protocols, which can generate authentic and spontaneous reactions of the participants as these ones are not given any prompts to speak up. Moreover, this method avoids memory distortion effects, which sometimes happened with methods used post experiment.

Lastly, trust can also be measured using quantitative measures, for example, through questionnaires. Among 32 papers with multi-question questionnaires in our corpus, we identified 21 different questionnaires used to measure participants’ trust in an AI-embedded system. As there is an abundance of choice, it is challenging to understand which questionnaire to choose. We identify at least two questionnaires that equally focus on vulnerability and positive expectations [39] - by Mayer [36] (n = 3) and by McKnight [38]. Otherwise, there is a risk of obtaining the data about confidence or distrust.

Questionnaire data can be completed with the additional one calculated from behavioral logs. This additional data should be called trust-related behavioral measures [37], instead of “behavioral trust measures”, as it is usually referred to assuming that trust can be directly observed. These measures are reliance (how many times a doctor decided to use the system), compliance (how many times a doctor decided to follow the AI’s recommendation), and switch ration (how many times a doctor changed his opinion after seeing the AI’s recommendation). The later one can be mostly calculated in the experimental laboratory settings, where participants are asked to explicitly state their opinion.

Therefore, trust definition has a direct link with the design of experimental protocols. If the key elements of trust are not incorporated in a study, the data yielded might be linked to other theoretical concepts related to trust (see Figure 1).

![Fig. 1. A simplified representation of some constructs related to trust and how they are connected with the key elements of trust.](image)

4 RESEARCH OPPORTUNITIES FOR CLINICAL AI-ASSISTED DECISION MAKING

Here we would like to share our observations on the unexplored areas in the empirical studies on trust in the context of clinical AI-assisted decision making.

4.1 Group Decisions

The predominant trend in Human-AI trust with decision-making is to investigate trust of an individual. However, a line of literature in social sciences suggests the importance of considering trust of a group (e.g., [11, 13, 18]). Indeed, group decisions with an AI-embedded system are part of real-life cases for the medical field (e.g., [55]). Moreover,
group decision-making and trust processes have been shown to be different from the individual ones [21]. For example, repairing trust has been found to be more difficult for groups than for individuals [21].

4.2 Subjective Expertise

Another common question to participants if asking for years of their experience with the task, but it might be not enough. Another interesting aspect to investigate is their subjective expertise (also called self-confidence or self-efficacy [45]). Subjective expertise is how well participants think they can achieve their goal (e.g., solving a problem). Research suggests that people are generally overconfident in their abilities, which leads to biased judgement [31, 56] and in turn might affect trust-related perceptions and decisions [27]. It is believed that its magnitude depends on the gender [4], the age or the culture [19].

4.3 Indirect Stakeholders

In the most reviewed studies, the participant has the role of the user directly interacting with the system. However, there are other stakeholders who do not interact with the system directly, yet can be impacted by the decisions made with AI-embedded systems, and it could be insightful investigate their trust, too. For example, would patients still trust and listen to the doctor if they had known beforehand the doctor is assisted by an AI for diagnosis assessment [9]?

4.4 Dynamic Trust

Trust can be increased, decreased, repaired, and maintained [28], that is it changes over time and can be dynamic. However, most of the studies we have reviewed allowed for one-time under-20-minute interactions. As this amount of time might be not enough for capturing all the stages of trust development, it would insightful to incorporate more of longitudinal studies to be able to investigate these changes. Would a health worker be as skeptical or enthusiastic about the AI-embedded system, for example, after 1 month?

5 CONCLUSION

In this workshop, we summarized some of the results of the systematic review submitted to CSCW. We would like to open the discussion about how to improve experimental protocols evaluating users’ trust in AI-assisted clinical decision making. We share our findings about three key elements of trust - vulnerability, positive expectations, and attitude - and how they affect the design of experimental protocols for investigating trust. Specifically, task outcomes, the way the system is introduced, and the choice of measures are affected by trust definition. We would also like to highlight unexplored research opportunities in clinical AI-assisted decision making. We believe these two points will lead to better quality of data on healthcare workers’ trust, avoiding overclaiming and improving across-study results comparability. These could be the new steps towards closing the “last mile” between AI and healthcare workers.
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